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My grandparents lived in Saint Joe, MO. Grandpa was manager
of a seed warehouse. Grandma was a full time mother and
active volunteer at church. We saw them once a year, and I
loved to go fishing with Grandpa. Grandma’s fried chicken and
fruit pies were incredible! Our best times were when Grandpa
would take us to the seed house on Saturdays. It was a four story,
brick warehouse with wood floors and an open elevator. Burlap
bags of grass seed were stacked floor to ceiling everywhere!
During the Depression they had survived on the pigeons they
raised, their little garden, and fruit trees that provided canned
fruit for the winter. They paid for doctors with a pigeon or canned
goods. We loved the wooden swing on the front porch. Pigeon
coop and garage with a dirt floor were perfect for exploring and
playing in. They were two of the happiest, most loving people I
have ever known, and I thought they were the richest people on
earth. Years later, I realized how they struggled to get by on so
little.
Grandpa had social security but no pension. Medicaid
took care of their last years in a nursing home along with help
from their kids. Grandpa died first. After Grandma’s funeral,
something happened that I will never forget. Dad announced
each grandchild had a gift from their grandparents. When each
of us was born Grandpa bought a $50 savings bond in the name
of each child. Dad found them in the safe deposit box after
Grandma’s death and gave them to us. At the time, it didn’t
seem like much. Now that I am wiser, and understand what a
sacrifice it was for them to surrender $25 to buy a bond, the gift
has a value more than what it was worth in cash! Such love,
which was taught them by the example of Jesus, cannot be
measured or valued as we do other things. My grandparents'
strong faith and willingness to love has been one of the greatest
blessings of my life, and continues to bring tears to my eyes even
today. I am blessed beyond what I deserve, but such is grace
and how it changes lives. This is the love we have the opportunity
to share daily in so many ways!
Pastor Tim
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Thanksgiving; A Tradition or a Lifestyle?
Thanksgiving is a blend of two traditions. One
is national and tied to earthly gifts. The other
is tied to faith and related to spiritual gifts.)
One tradition centers around me while the
other revolves around God. Thanksgiving is
on everyone’s calendar but for people of
faith, this is not the only day when such a
theme is to be our focus.
The national day of Thanksgiving is social and
constantly in change. It began after Pilgrims
survived incredible hardships in a new land.
Washington made it a tradition as a young
nation celebrated its freedom. Lincoln made
it an institution as he sought to lead a divided
nation into a time of peace. Today it is
synonymous with turkey, football, family
reunions, parades, and the kickoff for the
stampede of Christmas shopping. This day is
whatever we want to make it be. And it
comes only once a year.
The other Thanksgiving had beginnings in the
Exodus, as former slaves were led to a land of
their own. God called them out of the
shifting sands of the desert campgrounds into
a land they could call their own. No longer
living a hand-to-mouth existence, they would
raise crops, shepherd flocks, and build
villages. In the desert, there was little doubt
that their survival was a miracle of God. In
the new land, they would be tempted to
think it was their wisdom and goodness that
showered them with blessings.
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“as normal” as we would like. When we have
to pay more attention to what we are doing
and what is going on, that gives us more of
an opportunity to decide what this time and
season means for each of us. How can each
of us find ways for thanks to be more about
God than about me? !
Deuteronomy is a book about Thanksgiving,
and tying faith to life. It encouraged God's
people to take "first fruits" of the harvest and
offer them to God as a gift — a reminder that
God is the source of all gifts. This sacrifice
would be an act of praise! Such giving of
thanks would keep daily living in proper
perspective. This would be true worship and
such living would come each and every day.
Everyone, no matter how much or how little
they have is blessed with the same presence,
love, hope and peace from God. Such gifts
color everything else that is or isn’t part of our
individual realities. As Christians, we should be
clear about the value of our lives. We should
be certain of the gift of God's creation. We
should have no doubt about the reason and
power of the faithful giving of thanks.
The best way to do that is to remember what
Israel was taught. When we give God the first
and the best of what appears to be ours we
are doing two very important things. First we
acknowledge the primacy of God, and
secondly, we begin a lifestyle that celebrates
faith every day of the year!

What are you thankful for and what does the
idea of thanks giving mean to you? Are you
more or less thankful this year than last? Does
this holiday have more meaning when times
are different than usual than when times are
easy? Is Thanksgiving about what you are
thankful for, or is it meaningless when you
don’t feel thankful? What is it for you?

May Christ’s abundant love lead us into new
and thankful living every day and every
moment of our lives. For whether in deep
deserts or fertile valleys, in joy or in sorrow, in
sickness or in health -- God is with us and will
never let us go!
Thankful people always
have something to give, because they are
always filled with the love of a Savior who
emptied himself for us.

Thanksgiving will hopefully be much different
than last year, but things are still not back to

We are all thankful for something, just be
clear about what it is for you. Pastor Seeber
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A wonderful daily resource for meditation,
reflection or spiritual growth.
Frederick
Buechner is an incredible writer who wrestles
with faith and helps others to join in that
journey. If you like, you can receive a daily
selection in your email, or you can simply go
to the site when you are looking for
something to assist in your faith journey.
https://www.frederickbuechner.com/quoteof-the-day
This is from a recent passage about LOVE:
THE FIRST STAGE is to believe that there is only
one kind of love. The middle stage is to
believe that there are many kinds of love and
that the Greeks had a different word for each
of them. The last stage is to believe that there
is only one kind of love.
The unabashed eros of lovers, the
sympathetic philia of friends, agape giving
itself away freely no less for the murderer than
for his victim (the King James version
translates it as charity)—these are all varied
manifestations of a single reality. To lose
yourself in another's arms, or in another's
company, or in suffering for all men who
suffer, including the ones who inflict suffering
upon you—to lose yourself in such ways is
to find yourself. Is what it's all about. Is what
love is.
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emotion but an act of the will. When Jesus
tells us to love our neighbors, he is not telling
us to love them in the sense of responding to
them with a cozy emotional feeling. You can
as well produce a cozy emotional feeling on
demand as you can a yawn or a sneeze. On
the contrary, he is telling us to love our
neighbors in the sense of being willing to work
for their well-being even if it means sacrificing
our own well-being to that end, even if it
means sometimes just leaving them
alone. Thus in Jesus' terms we can love our
neighbors without necessarily liking them.
In fact liking them may stand in the way of
loving them by making us overprotective
sentimentalists
instead
of
reasonably
honest friends.
When Jesus talked to the Pharisees, he didn't
say, "There, there. Everything's going to be all
right,” but "You brood of vipers! how can you
speak good when you are evil!" (Matthew
12:34). And he said that to them because he
loved them.

This does not mean that liking may not be a
part of loving, only that it doesn't have to be.
Sometimes liking follows on the heels of
loving. It is hard to work for somebody's wellbeing very long without coming in the end to
rather like him too.

-Originally published in Wishful Thinking
————————————————————————————————-

Of all powers, love is the most powerful and
the most powerless. It is the most powerful
because it alone can conquer that final and
most impregnable stronghold which is the
human heart. It is the most powerless
because it can do nothing except
by consent.
To say that love is God is romantic idealism. To
say that God is love is either the last straw or
the ultimate truth.

The WESTERN BRASS QUINTET will join us again
for our All Saints’ Worship Services on Sunday
November 7th. Founded in 1966, the Western
Brass Quintet is one of the oldest and most
distinguished brass chamber music ensembles
still active in the United States.

As we give thanks for the lives of all the saints,
we will especially remember and rejoice in
the lives of friends and loved ones whose
earthly lives have been transformed into
In the Christian sense, love is not primarily an heavenly ones. Join us on November 7th!
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HELPING HANDS
CHRISTMAS 2021

Grateful Hearts /
Thankful Hands

COVID pandemic and safety concerns
prevented Zion from doing the Helping Hands
program last year. We are incredibly thankful
to return this program blessing seven families
within our community and sharing our love and
the generosity of our congregation!

Zion opens it doors to the community for our
annual bazaar. Please spread the word to
family, friends and neighbors. Let’s have a
wonderful turnout.

Helping Hands returns on
Saturday, November 20, 2021
Please take the tree(s) of your choice and
a direction sheet explaining how to
participate and how to return your gift(s).
The display will be set
up outside the library.

November 20th @ 9:00am,

Canned goods, crafts and attic treasures are
still needed and being accepted. Leave
your items in the container in the workroom
and sign in if contributing anything other
than attic treasures.
Baked goods should be at Zion by Friday,
11/19. Package and identify your package
if possible.
Volunteers are needed
Wednesday, 11/17, to help move tables to
Gatherings and some strong arms would be
welcome to take tables down at 2:00p after
the bazaar.
Please prayerfully consider helping out the
day of the bazaar. Sign up sheets will be on
the Kiosk soon. We are asking anyone
helping as well as our visitors to mask up.

As each has received a gift, use it
to serve one another, as good
stewards of God’s varied grace.
1Peter 4:10

Special thanks to our talented congregation
for all the beautiful items we’ve received.
Questions, contact Jayne Mayer at:
375-8342.

WEDNESDAY ADULT SPECIALS IN NOVEMBER
Presentations run from 6:15pm to 7:30pm.
November 10: Rhonda Newman will lead a discussion on tax issues ahead of that time when we
all file taxes. There is always much confusion and concern and Rhonda will share a brief
presentation and answer general questions that should be helpful to all. Rhonda is a CPA with a
local accounting firm with many years of tax experience and is an active member of Zion.
November 17: Carol Daenzer and Chris Wilkins will lead a discussion on the issue of
CONFIDENTIALITY in our conversations and support for each other. As we seek to be supportive
and helpful in our listening and sharing with family and friends there are times when confidentiality
is more important than we might always assume. Both are trained Stephen Ministers and have
been active at Zion for many years.
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Holy Communion Part Three:

Celebrating Communion Today
Jesus didn’t have First Communion Class, but
did a wonderful job instructing what this meal
meant by washing feet and heading to a
cross as he shared the power and passion of
His Love with us! In this “meal” we participate
in this great mystery of the “Word become
Flesh!” The disciples prepared for Passover
by remembering the past. The “Pass Over” of
the angel of death! A meal to nourish for a
journey! The blood of the lamb spread on the
doorpost! How they were passed over by the
angel of death. An escape from slavery, and
the promise of a new land and life! We too
prepare by “remembering.” Take and eat!
Take and drink! Every time you do this, it is to
“remember” Me! (For the Jewish people, to
remember meant to include oneself in the
moment that is revisited and renewed. So,
the answer to “how many came out of
Egypt?” was “all of us.”) In remembering this
Last Supper we believe it has become OUR
special meal with Jesus. Bread and wine.
Body and Blood. A sacrifice long ago that
continues to be alive for us today!
The power in the meal is not whether we use
grape juice or wine, stand, sit or kneel, or
share communion in different ways as we
have during COVID. In Luther’s day, with so
many corrupt priests, he correctly taught the
Sacrament was valid even if the priest
officiating was a rascal or scoundrel. It is not
what WE DO that makes the meal special, it is
what God has done and keeps doing that
makes this HIS GIFT to us. This meal is holy, not
because of how we prepare or partake, but
because God Himself is present as he
promised. Unfortunately, our preparation has
sometimes been influenced by fear of “doing
it wrong” because of some words St. Paul
wrote to the church at Corinth.
Corinth had an issue as the poor were being
denied access to the community meal until
the rich had eaten. Factions had formed and
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class envy had developed.
Paul taught
unless they approached the table as ONE
family, they were not discerning the true
BODY of Christ. He said that to be at ONE
table they needed to act like ONE family.
Accepting the gift of forgiveness calls us to
live in a new way. Paul wanted the Church
to practice what Christ preached through
humble, servant, foot-washing love!
We prepare by remembering we are invited
to a table with God who loves us so much!
Fear of unforgiven sins or not being able to
explain how God works such a miracle are
never a reason to stay away! Jesus’ track
record was to invite the outcasts, the broken,
and the sinful. That is the gift of this meal! To
celebrate grace. To humbly allow Jesus to
wash our feet so we have the courage to do
the same in our daily lives!
We prepare through confession, as we admit
our brokenness and need for forgiveness to
turn our lives around. In accepting the power
of grace, we approach with the meal with
“our hands washed clean” and are ready to
sit with Jesus. In the Sharing of Peace we
celebrate the unity Christ brings and then we
approach the table. As we eat and drink,
Jesus is ONE with us.
Faith embraces and accepts what we
cannot explain, and celebrates the power of
God’s gifts which are more than we could
ever earn or deserve. We are forgiven. We
are renewed. We are guests at that great
banquet of the heavenly feast to come! This
is Thanksgiving, Christmas, Easter, birthdays,
wedding receptions, anniversaries and other
similar celebrations all wrapped into one, but
more perfect than anything on earth.
How can we not smile as we approach the
altar? How can we not be thankful as we
return from this meal?
What a helpful,
humbling moment for people nourished by
the Blood of the Lamb and an empty tomb!
— tws
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Worship Helps.

This month: HYMNALS AND LITURGY
"Liturgy" means the "work of the people." The
hymnal is our handbook and prayer book
that helps us with that joyful task. From the
earliest days when the Church (Christ’s body
on earth) gathered together it was for ALL to
participate, not to just sit and be entertained.
Worship is not like going to a movie, but a
chance for all to be involved in receiving and
sharing the gifts of faith, even as we give
thanks to God for all the gifts He shares first.

Lutheran worship has always been “liturgical,”
meaning we follow patterns and routines in
our response. These patterns existed from the
earliest days of the Church. Styles and
furnishings have changed (like when Latin
gave way to English and chairs and table in
a house church gave way to altars and pews
in cathedrals.) Today musical styles change,
and TV monitors can replace hymnals, but
the work we do remains consistent: prayers,
absolution, scripture, hymns, and celebrating
Baptism and Holy Communion.
When we gather at Zion, we are symbolically
gathering with the ONE Church in heaven
and on earth. Each time we hear the word of
forgiveness, read scripture, sing hymns, pray,
confess our creed, or celebrate Communion
we are ONE with other Christians who are all
doing the same thing at the same time! In
worship, heaven and earth and the Body of
Christ is truly ONE, Rather than a burden or
obligation, what a joyful gift that we are
blessed to participate in over and over again!
Every congregation struggles today with
musical styles, instrumentation, when to stand
or sit, what songs get sung, whether to read
from a hymnal or a TV monitor, and how
sermons or Bible lessons are shared. But the
core and purpose of our work remains the
same. Our liturgical framework gives us a
pattern of seasons, a progression of readings,
and the context of the Church Year to assist
in our worship so over the course of each
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year we celebrate: the life of Christ, the life of
the Church, and the relevance of such gifts
to our own lives of faith. There are a variety of
hymnals in use, but the version is not as
important as the purpose served. The hymnal
gives a form to our worship, and acts as a
devotional resource that can be used at
home or throughout the week.
All of the readings, hymns, and seasons of the
year are included, and this is a wonderful gift
each family might consider using more often
at home. Each hymn is a prayer. The lessons
carry us through the year. The liturgies are
diverse and can be adapted for personal,
devotional use. We continue to find ways to
utilize additional hymns and liturgies and
change instrumentation for familiar hymns.
The goal for all is to use hymns and liturgy that
support the texts for the season, and for each
congregation to find ways to involve all of its
members in thoughtful worship.
For Parents with Young Children
Books without pictures are difficult and
worship services can seem pretty long for
children. But as they begin to learn to follow
along in a hymn … or hear the familiar words
of the Lord’s Prayer or the Kyrie (Lord have
mercy) from week to week, gradually they
are beginning to participate in the same
warmth and joy that we share. As they get
older, explaining what each section of the
liturgy means (confession, absolution, the
creed) helps them begin to grow in their own
understanding of why we do what we do. As
they receive a blessing during communion, or
have their own activity bag in the pew to use
while Mom and Dad are using the hymnal
includes them as well. I guess most of all,
what helps children with liturgy and hymnals is
watching Mom and Dad and how they
participate, and turn pages, and just share
their faith by taking the time to bring their
children along with them. Along the way,
we’ll offer a lot of help … but your children's
understanding of worship begins with you.
Please let us know how we can help best!
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Book Review. THEM; Why We Hate Each
Other and How to Heal.” Ben Sasse. St.
Martin’s Press. 2018.
This is an interesting book written four years
ago by a U.S. Senator from Nebraska. He
believes our country has become divided by
people who are more like each other than
different. He attributes much of the anger
and anxiety of our culture not to political
differences but to loneliness and an
unwillingness to be willing to love. While that
might seem an overly simplistic approach to
complicated issues, his book made me
wonder exactly why it is that there is so much
anger, mistrust, fear, and even hatred that
seems to be prevalent in too many places.
Why is it that we are so afraid of anyone who
is different and celebrate the sins of those
whom we have no respect for? Sasse’s
impetus for writing the book was his memory
of growing up in a neighborhood where
everyone knew each other and took care of
each other. His book explores the possibility
that if we begin with love for each other,
rather than a focus on our differences,
respect, conversation and solutions might be
more possible than anyone wants to imagine.
Out of curiosity I looked at many of the
personal reviews of this book, and found
something very interesting. Many were very
open about not agreeing with many of his
ideas and perceptions but they all liked the
fact he was not a typical politician who was
simply attacking opponents but really felt
there was good in everyone and that was the
place we needed to find common ground as
a starting place for solutions to problems that
affect us all. Even those who didn’t give the
book great reviews enjoyed reading it. That
was most interesting indeed.
I am always cautious about sharing anything
political in a forum such as this, for that can
bring about an instant shut down and could
harm a relationship. We are so divided even
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the appearance of taking a position
guarantees some might be offended or want
to listen. I enjoyed this book simply because
this was someone with very definite political
ideas and approaches who is also willing to
listen to others and feels we can find ways to
respect and listen to others who might have
different views. He feels such a dialog, so
different than today’s norm, might actually
result in solutions that people from opposite
sides of the political spectrum might actually
be able to support. Here is a sample:
“I generally differ with Democrats on what
precisely the federal government's role should
be in the next economy, but we’re often
aligned on something much deeper than
government policy:
We agree that
meaningful work is part of how human beings
find genuine fulfillment.” He continues by
sharing a quote by Chuck Schumer whom he
virtually never agrees with in terms of policy.
He writes that Schumer always tells college
graduates “their happiness will depend
largely on whether they can answer what he
calls “Monday morning and Friday evening
questions”: On Friday evening, are there
family and friends waiting for you to show up
— people who yearn to spend time with you?
And on Monday morning, do you have
important work to do.? This isn’t about
whether you make lots of money, but rather:
Is there something important that a neighbor
needs me to do?” [pp. 62, 63]
I find such thoughts refreshing in an era when
more time is spent destroying opponents than
finding ways to have conversations that
might actually lead to civility, understanding,
and solutions that can be supported by
people with genuine differences. If we can
love, maybe we can learn to listen!
Is it simplistic to think loving a neighbor is more
important than ignoring them because they
think differently than I do? But doesn’t that
sound vaguely familiar from another book we
all read from quite often?
Pastor Seeber
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Calendar

We will once again be asking families to make a
video telling our stories of Advent! Watch your
emails for this opportunity!!!

Family Ministry News

Family Life

Operation Christmas Child is back! Collection day
is November 14th!

NO Sunday School November 28th.

SHORTAGE
As our country is in the midst of a labor shortage, so too
are we at Zion in a shortage of volunteers! I’m not sure the
two are connected but they have remarkable impacts on
the ability of “the system” to function. As you’ve probably
noticed, supply chain shortages are causing popular items
to become rarities. Worker shortages are amounting to
vacant shelves and long drive-thru lines. The phrase “help
wanted” is virtually everywhere!
Watch the impact at Zion: staff is having to do things
outside of their job descriptions. A lot of things just aren’t
happening or getting done. The volunteers we do have are
getting stretched thin and burning out. The congregation
is not making the biggest impact we could be making…
Please….volunteer! The next time an email comes out
asking for lectors, communion assistants or whoever,
raise your hand and say “Here I am!”

9
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Youth News
High School:
Bible Study

Echoes
God IS at work through people in our
congregation...here is their story:

Every Sunday at 9:15am!

Do you know how many people the
annual Bazaar takes to put on as well as
who it impacts?

(NOT November 28th)

-All the crafters and makers

Operation Christmas Child
AND College Care Kits AND
Bazaar Set up
This jam packed service project
will hit up three different projects from 11:30am—2pm on
Sunday, November 14th!

Middle School Youth:
Confirmation Class
Wednesday’s at 6:15pm and
Sunday’s at 9:15am!
(NO class 11/24 or 11/28)
Operation Christmas Child
AND Bazaar Set up
Service project on November
14th from 11:30am—2pm. Also
help at the Bazaar on the 20th!

-All the food makers
-All the pricers and attic treasure donors
-The Youth and other volunteers for set
up
-The cashiers
-The promoters/coordinators
-The shoppers (many from the
community)
-The planning team
-The recipients of the funds (Shalom,
the Youth, Zion)
-The tear down crews
-Gospel Mission or Deacons
Conference who receive some unsold
attic treasures
This is an even that many look forward
to and is a great way to open our doors
to many in the community. We pray for
a great turnout and support for this event
that shows God is at work.
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CAMPUS MINISTRY OCTOBER 2021
Choosing one word to describe life on campus so
far this Fall semester, it would be: “Reacclimating.”
We heard a lot during COVID about what the “new
normal” would look like. All of us: students,
faculty, staff and campus ministries are
reacclimating to life on campus.
With that in mind, here’s an update on how we are
reacclimating.
THE GATHERING: MONDAY EVENINGS 7:309:00PM:
A combination of music, conversation and
community. Conversation topics are based on
student input and relevant to student life. The
Gathering will alternate each week between a Bible
study and a focus on a topic/issue. Students feel
dealing with stress and anxiety is their biggest
issue. Therefore, I’ve invited a staff member of
Desert Streams Christian Counseling, whose
expertise is dealing with stress, anxiety and trauma
to be guest speaker for an event on either October
18th or 25th.
Grayson Nye along with Abbey, one of our core
students and music major, are working on
recruiting music majors to play for our Monday
events. Abbey is one of the 15 member jazz
ensemble, and hoping they will perform at Solid
Grounds later in the semester.
September topics were victims of human trafficking
and supporting incoming refugees from
Afghanistan. Kalamazoo plans for 100-120 refugees
coming between now and Thanksgiving. Members
of WMU football team, and campus sororities are
working to collect items for their arrival.
POPEYE’S FUNDRAISER FOR VICTIMS OF HUMAN
TRAFFICKING: TUESDAY’S 11:00AM-1:30PM
The word is starting to get out and we are seeing
more people each week.
The hope and goal of the fundraiser is two-fold:
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1) Raise funds and awareness of human
trafficking with in our community
2) A way to meet and interact with WMU
students, faculty and staff.
The goals are being met and this event is
providing the opportunity to build connections
across campus. A rewarding relationship is
developing with WMU maintenance staff with
their increasing presence at each lunch and the
potential of providing spiritual outreach to their
staff in the near future.
To-date, we have raised $208 for the YWCA. We
are also blessed to have an anonymous donor
offer to match dollar for dollar up to $500.
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES (FCA):
WEDNESDAY EVENING 8:30-10:00PM:
Around 40 WMU student athletes attend FCA at
Solid Grounds. My role continues to be a
support to the athletes. Additionally, through
this group we continue to explore how we can
connect and develop a COVID driven transition
with the Tree of Life School in support of their
students!

Thank you for letting me share the unfolding
work of campus ministry this semester.

God’s blessings and peace to all of you,
Pastor Mark
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Parish Report
Deaths
Ruth Stoeffler

11/4
11/5
11/6
11/8

11/9

11/10
11/12
11/13
11/14
11/15
11/16
11/17
11/18
11/19
11/20
11/21
11/22
11/23
11/24
11/25
11/27
11/29
11/30

Claire Alsvig, Carolyn Daenzer
Amanda Coleman, Eleanor Strunk
Myla Bierlein, Michael O’Connor
Mark Heineman, Catherine Holt,
Shelby Waterlander,
Hayden Williams
Grace Dinda, Ted Maxson,
Mary Phillips, Carol Rosin,
Peter Wilkins, Sydney Woods
Grant Butler, Rudy Linebaugh
Curtis Chapman ll, Vince LaPorte
Jayne Mayer
Stan Leitz
Eric Heineman, Ron Perry,
Mark Spann
Suzanne Dale
Rozalyn Whitakker
Theresa Devine, Joshua Madison
Amy Bentz, Anna Nicolen
Emma Boettcher, Marjorie Heath,
Valorie Miller, Abbey VandenBerg
Bill Mercier, John Skuratowicz
Darcie Kiessling, Jacqueline
Morgan
Kailynne Besser, Karen Kellam,
David Newman
Angelina Pachuda,
Jay Woodhams
Chris Ertl, Grayson Field,
Aspasia (Tedi) Clark, Ann French
Scott Adams, Olivia Carlson
Owen Burnard, Mark Couch,
Donald Heath

09/27/2021

Staff Anniversaries
Congratulations to the following staff for
their service to Zion (November):
Jim Johnston

11/19/2000

FALL YARD CLEAN UP
We could really use your help
cleaning up the leaves in our lot.
If the leaves are all down and
the weather cooperates, we will
start work Saturday morning,
November 13th at 8:30a.m.
Please join us by calling
Jim Mayer @ 375-8342; if your
name is on the list and we need
to change the schedule, you will
be called.

November is Low-sodium Canned
Vegetables.
Gray tubs are in the church lobby below
the office window.
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CAREGIVERS FOR ONE ANOTHER
The Scriptures make it clear that if you are IN CHRIST,
one who believes in and follows Jesus Christ as your
Lord and Savior, YOU ARE A CAREGIVER. Every
Christian is a caregiver.
Every Christian is that by the working of God’s Spirit.
When the Spirit brought you to Christ and united you
with him, he also united you with all others who are in
Christ with you. He made you a member together with
the many other members in the body of Christ, the
Christian church.
The result is, as Paul writes in Romans 12:5, that we
who are many are one body in Christ and individually
members of one another, parts together in the one
body of Christ.
And as Paul writes in 1 Corinthians 12:24-25, God has
put us together in the body, the church of his Son, so
that we may have the same CARE FOR ONE
ANOTHER. Be caregivers to one another.
No member of the body can say that he/she has no
need of the other members of the body. As Paul says
of the human physical body, “The eye cannot say to the
hand, ‘I have no need of you,’’” nor the head say to the
foot, ‘I have no need of you.’ Nor can anyone of us
say to our fellow members, I have no need of you as if
anyone of us is able by himself or herself to meet all
the challenges of life and of the faith life. God knows
we need each other and has made us members
together that we might care for and help one another.
Perhaps nowhere is our call to be caregivers to one
another as those who are in Christ more clearly and
powerfully expressed than in Paul’s words in Galatians
6, verse 2.
BEAR ONE ANOTHER’S BURDENS AND IN THIS
WAY YOU WILL FULFILL THE LAW OF CHRIST.
Take note that these words of the Apostle to us as
Christ’s people are not a suggestion but a command
and ultimately they are the command of Christ himself
– this command, “Love one another as I have loved
you.”
Burden Bearers for one another. That’s who we are
called by our Lord to be for one another.
Burdens are part of every one of our lives. They come
in great variety: sorrow, worry, failure, financial
problems, loneliness, illness, disability, divorce,
depression and many, many more.
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Many can be carried alone. Later in Galatians Paul
says that each of us has his/her own backpack of
burdens that each of us must carry on his/her own.
But there are burdens that require that we help carry
them for one another and all burdens are lighter
when there is help to carry them.
The Greek word translated “bear” has the meaning of
carrying a “heavy object,” a “heavy burden.” Carrying,
not merely picking it up and then setting it down, but
carrying it for some distance. Maybe our word “tote”
expresses what we are called to do as burden bearers
for one another. As Christians we are called to “bear”
one another’s burdens, not necessarily to solve them
but to help carry them.
“Bear one another’s burdens and in this way you will
fulfill the law of Christ.” Of Christ who during his life
on this earth helped many with the burdens in their
lives. Of Christ who toted the burden of our sins all
the way to the cross, who gave his life that we might
be forgiven, unburdened of our sins before God,
unburdened to live in peace and joy as members
together in the body of Christ - in our case especially
as members together of the body of Christ here at
Zion.
We know that Christ has called us to love everyone, to
be burden bearers for all. But Paul in Galatians 6
seems to indicate that we are to give priority to those
who are near, particularly to those who are members
with us here in the family of faith at Zion.
Burden bearing is hard work and tiring. Keeping it up
is demanding. One can grow weary in giving care and
be tempted to stop, Paul’s says, DON’T QUIT. As you
have opportunity keep working for the good of all. In
time, at harvest, the Lord will reward those who keep
giving care and so keep fulfilling his law of love.
Romans 12:5 “. . .so, we who are many are one body
in Christ and individually we are members of one
another.”
1 Corinthians 12:24-25 “. . .but God has so arranged
the body. . .that there may be no dissension within the
body but the members may have the same care for
one another.”
Galatians 6:9-10 “So, let us not grow weary in doing
what is right. For we will reap at harvest time if we do
not give up. So then, whenever we have opportunity,
let us work for the good of all, and especially for those
of the family of faith.”
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CARING FOR AGING ADULTS
Caring for an aging adult does not have a set of instructions. Each situation has many
factors that make it unique. There are some areas that aﬀect caregiving decisions that are
present in most situations. One of those areas is the living environment. Most older people
are most comfortable in their own homes. Aging in place is the goal for many. Caregivers
should assess the environment and problematic areas. Can home maintenance be
handled by someone else? Can safety issues be addressed with modifications?
Falls are one of the biggest risks for older adults. Having to go downstairs to do the laundry
or upstairs for a shower can pose a challenge. Caregivers can look into the possibility of
making modiﬁcations to the home to decrease the risk and enable the older person to
remain there longer.

Additionally, caregivers can help by becoming familiar with the health care providers,
medications and medical issues of the older person. A Designation of Patient Advocate
form is important to have so a loved one can make decisions if the older person is unable to
do so. A list of current medications and allergies is also helpful. It helps to be able to speak
with the physicians involved in a loved one’s care so a HIPAA release for each provider may
be useful.
Insurance is another area where caregivers can help. Medicare can be complicated and
diﬃcult to navigate so assistance in this area is very helpful. If an older adult has long term
care insurance, it may be important to set up auto payment for the premiums. There have
been cases where someone has paid premiums for 15 years but then misses a few
payments making the policy void.
Becoming familiar with a loved one’s ﬁnances is not always comfortable or even possible in
some situations but it is important that older adults have a will or trust and also that they set
up ﬁnancial Power of Attorney. These legal documents are best handled by an elder law
attorney.
Finally, caregivers should be familiar with the diﬀerent care environments—assisted livings,
skilled nursing facilities, memory care as well as staying at home . There are advantages and
disadvantages to all of them. Knowing those helps assess options when options are still
available.
SPECIAL THANKS TO Judy Adlam for this information

PASTORAL CALL COMMITTEE UPDATE
The Pastoral Call Committee received a list of candidates for the call of our
new senior pastor. Five candidates are being considered at this time. There
are two binders available in the church office that can be reviewed on the
premises only (Binders may not leave the church office). Current times to
review the binder in the church office are Monday through Thursday, 9am-4pm
and Friday, 9am to Noon. Hopefully, additional times to review the binders
before and after Saturday and Sunday services will be available. We will
update the information as soon as that is possible.
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